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"

Joseph Sommers
Through the Window
of the,Grave: Juan Rulfo ,,'
.
\
Tllzis selection is from After the Storm; Landmarks clf the Modern Mexican
Nov~I, a st!:ldy of the major work of Agust.&t Yanez, Juan Rulfo, anq Carlos
Fuetites. The book will be published by the~ University of New Mexico•
Press.
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i

\

Pedip Paramo
cC~ICa~e to Comala because I was told that my father, a certain Pedro .
Para~o, w~ living there." So starts Rulfo's novel of rural J!llisto, de·
cept~ely simple and So different fro~ the Yanez work that-the' con·
trast lis itself illuminating. Rulfo found such elements as the dynamic
progtession of history and the complexities of Freudian psychology,to
be n(>nessential bqggage. Appropriate to his ~eltanschauu~g, l1is nar·
rat~v~ technique sJuins a sequence iliat might relate causality to pr~
~' "'gress~on in time, and his depiction of character is almost bare of interior
confl~cts.
,
:. R~lfo finds the key to.human'n1J:ure elsewhere. He approaches the
opaqpeside of man's psych~, where the dark imponderables reside:
"\vHy does the world press in on us from all Sides, and break us, into
piecdS, and water the ground with our blood? What have we done?
Wh~ have our souls rotted?" It is this zone; timeless and static as Greek
trage~y, which in his view decides' the vagaries of man's ene'ounter with
"
fate. ;
H~w to distill this bitter' poetic vision into novelistiC'form? The
auth~r's ch~ice of ingredients is a paradoxical combination of highly
Styliz~ folk, language on the one hand, and, on. the other, a daringly'
c.om lex st~cture which.de~ib.erately c,onfounds the read" in its Il!:",ehke .scunty. At moments It IS scarcely prose. "Be heard the weepmg.
That! oke him up, that soft,.thin sound weeping, perhaps because it
>
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was so thin it could slip through the mazes of sleep to the place where ,
the fears dwell." The result is a sensitive Mexican variation on the tragic .
. immutability?fman'sangrtish.
' ','
"
.
The nature qf. incident in Pedro Paramo is difficl}lt to describe, because Rulfo fraginents his narrative 'into tiny divisions (there are no
chapters) which are more often than not umelat.ed to each other in'
time or place, ~n4 are populated by divers¢ characters whq are rarely'
. introduced and almost always ,difficult to identify. The reader must
strain for connections, and is cOI}'lpelled to construct events and i,dentities in order·to wrest meaning from apparent disarray.
The novel begins in retrospective first person with an accortnt by
Juan Preciado of his arrival at Comala. On her deathbed his mother had
urged him .to seek out P'edro Paramo, the father who had abandoned
them. He finds Comala an infernal ghost town-dry, seared, and emIlY
except for a few mysterious inflividuals. Most,--or all of these creatures~
.$ it slowly becomes dear-are in fact dead, though their memories of
·~t~
Jl:lan's mother and Pedro Paramo are still vivid.
.
:'"
·~t~t~, .
Interspersed with the boy's strange encounters are sections of remel1lbered speech which present his mother's de~cription of Comala. Her
images of pastoral fecunaity contrast with the arid lifelessness which .,~
Juan encounters. Other sections, at first inexPlicable, introduce the
.memories of Pedro ·Paramo, recounted both in first-person musings and .
. in dialogue of scenes which he recalls.
.A visidn of Pedro Paramo begins to emerge, but only tenuously, for
identities are often in doubt. Gradually it becomes apparent that Juan
is communicating. with the spirits of dead people whoseb04iesare .
interred while llieir souls are condemned to roam the earth. Midway
in the narrative, Juan t~lls of his' own death and burial. By this time,
v.arious moments in the. life of Pedro Paramo have been described from
one source or another: his childhood love for· Susana San Jua~, his assumption of.the family's debt-ridden ranch, his revengeof thegratuitouS'"murder of his father, and his relentless ~scent to power. One of
Peq.ro's Jeast violent methods of building a,n empire was marriage to
Dolores Preciado (who later was Juan's'mother) in order to pos~s
her land,
The death of Pedro's illegitimate, wa~trel son Miguel also figures in
the narrative. Miguel is thrown from his horse during a nocturnal esCapade in search of women. Earlier, heliad murdered the brother of the
village priest Padre Renteria, and had seduced the niece of this hesitat'.
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ingjgl!i1t-ridden cleric. The Ialter. aware of Miguel's depredations. and
of .lfed~o's evil grip upon the region, is rendered impotent by his own
w~ness.

· I

the

~though these are the narrative threads of
first half, they reach
the ~eader ind#ectly. The story seems to center on juan's encourtter with
the iunreal atmosphere of!Comala-his strange meetings with livingdea~ characters and with a1few funereal ones whoappear to be alive, and
the ~andom, unexplained rememberings of Pegro Paramo, emanating
fro$ a source unidentified in. time and place. . ,
11he central n;,trrative device of the second half consists of, dialog9es
from the tomb, between Juan and the old woman Dorotea, ~th whom
he l&es' buried. It now becomes clear to a startled readet: that Juan's
earlier first-person remembrances were also part of this exchange betwe¢n two dead charaCters: A further narrative· medium is the series
of wonologues·which Juan overhears from the adjacent grave, where
Sus$la San Juan lies twisting and turning, remembering the~past. As
in the first half, there are also se~tions recounted in third p~s~n by aQ
unknqwn narrator.
"
,
. {:.
Th.e\diverse fragments contin~e to develop the,f~rtunes ot Pedro
Para,no, whose epic stature as cacique is matched only by his obsessed
love: for Suscwa,.. The~ latter had left Comala as a child, but P.edro
Faraino, throughout his rise to power, had sougnt news -of her, keeping
"trac:k of her marriage and subsequent widowhood. With characteristic
ruthlessness, he inii1:ed her father to return with Susana, and then
urged hhn off to a ~~earra:nged death. Susana, left behind, 'was to consummate the crowni~g desir~ of the cacique. Having felt genuine passion:in her marriage, however, Susana rejects further participation in
life, seeki~g refuge'inmadness. In this state she can take;solace from
remembered moments of sensual joy, withdrawing totally froni'Pedro's
love and from Padre Renteria's pressure for remorse. Within til novel,
she iii the only figure whose memories include a minimal glimpse of
happiness, although significanpy it is happiness encased in insanity.
Simultaneous with the. frustr~.tion of Pedro's life~ong desires is the
adve:nt of the Revolution, which serves secondflrily to relate events
to thb chronolqgy of the outside 'world. Through bribery and sagacious
maneuvering, Pedro manages to ride the waves of the upheaval. His
tactic is to ally ~imself with spontaneously risen bands of rebels, providing men and minimum of help, and channeling their marauding to
'adjaqent villages.

a

I

/
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.The ensuing death of Susana is not mourned in Comala. Indeed, the
incessant bells attract the curious from miles around, ,and initial ~x
pressions of grief-slowly give W'Ciy to a riotous ~esta. A!1gcl:ed and embit- ,
tered, Pedro Paramo swears to avenge hiJ;11self by anqwing the village to .
go to waste.
. "
'
:
This promise he fulfills, passing the remainder of his days on,.his
rancJ1, in sto~id meditation by the side of the road, calling forth the
memories which have ap~eared throughout the novel and which now
take on meaning in the context of his impending death. The fi:qal scene
is that of Pedro's demise at the hands of the drunken Abundio, griefst'ricken at.the death of ,his own wife. Th1scene is 'tinged with double
irony, for Abundio is Pedro's illegitimat~ son, who in his drunken state
:
. does not even recognize his father.
This brief resumecplaces into orderly relation~hip the anecdotal substance of the novel-the story that is ~old. More important is th<:;: spe,cific.
nature of the proces~-howit is communicated-for in the discussion of .
technique lie the cl~es to the, literary uniqueness of ·Pedro Paramo.
Point of view,·strucfnre, style, development of 'character, and amythi~
substructu~e all combine to project special dimensions to an implidt
world outlook.

~

NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Es~ential to Rulfo's metlliJd of narratien is the perspective- from

which he. portrays people and events in his novelistic world. The fact
that we learn from the first few pages that Pedio,Paramo is dead, and
that Comala is some sort of ghostly village, imposes a particular color
\
,
.
upon the entire work. Indeed, by the s~conQ half,\ when it becomes
clear that Juan himself is in the grave, the specter of<leath completes its
.;
.
earlier, tentative invasion 'of life. .
Death as a narrative vantage pqint heightens the sense of inexorability. The fate of those whose lives .are recalled is 'viewed from\,3 perspec, tive' which reduces the impo!tance of anecdote and conffict, since
climax and resolution are cut off in advance. Rather th~n being narrated
as though brought to life, which is the case inqlost fiction, the es ential
contours of ~,e story are ~ncovered.as static, almost isolat~tl pheno ena'
seen from across a vast boundary in tim:~ One could even say, seen fr
the timeless perspe<;tive of the afterlife~eloss of suspense which thl
.procedure entails is compensated in the"lia~dli~g of st1"\lcture.

-
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A ~seco~d function of narrative perspeepve is t~ create a 'tone of apparept objectivity1 separating the' aut,hor from ms characters. Much of
this ~ffect is achieved by introducing a "witness~' narrator, Juan Preciad<1>, whom we follow as he gathers infor~ion about Pedro P~ramo.
Significantly, as Carlos Blanco Aguinaga has observed; Juan< never
evalqates or ponders on information, which the reader receives UDtouched by Juan's personal interpretation, and is forced to interpret
formmself. Also there are remembered occurrences, in which various
char#cters, such as Eduviges, Damiana, Susana; describe, particular
event~ to Juan, ·most frequently in language which is brief, uq5ubjectiVized and understated. Even the monologues and memories of
Pedrb Paramo perform ,a function whic~ is largely narra'~iv&, ratn({r
thanfone of subjective self-analysis.
Ali v.arious moments in the novel the atithor retUrbs to;aD already
knoWn incident, approaching it from a' new angle or point of view. This
proc~ss of multiple focus rOilnds ou~ the n,.der's apprehension of the
) events ,and their impact on various characters. An excellent example is
the death of Miguel Paramo. First it is recounted in the maiical-folk
versi9n of Eduviges, who tecalls her conversation with the dead Miguel
short1y after his fatal accident. Several pages later comes a report of the
funex:al mass, highlighting Padre Renteria's reactions: at first, morW
condemnation of the sinful deceased, then acceptance of Pedro Paramo'stfinancial donation and reNersal of his earlier refusal to bless the
, bodY~Jn the secom;l half of the novel, a third-person narration describes
how :pedro Paramo was notified of the death, and how he reacted with
i
the f~talistic observation, belying a sense of his own misdeeds: "I'm
begi~ng to pay. Better to start early. You finish sooner." Immediately
fo1l9~ng are the D:1epl0ries of Padre Renteria which serve to explain the
pries~s de~ guilt. Th~ interlocking nature of thesefour sections establishesltheir credibility, allowing the reader to piece together some of the·
tiles of a mqsaic which at first confuses him. The emphasis is not so
~uc~ on th~ .even~s themselves as on th~ interrelationships I' which ~he
multiple fOCI i l l u m m a t e . . .
.I
Thps Rulf~: employs !l series of techniques wnich endow With ap-' .
_ parent objectivity the narrative fragments of his lilovei. The dispassion- - ate "~tness" narrator; the nonjudgmental tone of othercharacters; the
reinfdrcing nature of versions of the same set of events-all these dispose \is' to accept as truthful the accounts w.e receiv1of Rul£o's Comala.
'.
Onl the other'hand, when plaGed in an order whifh permits synthetic
inteI!tetation, these components m,ake up a total world'\thich "is far.
<

•

I
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from clear and objective. The perspective of death, with its consequent
nullification of tempor~l seq~ence and the logic of cause and effect,
serves to attenuate reality and to affix a particularly subjective seal tq the
~
I'
anguished world of Pedro paraftlo.
The procedure reverses that of Yanez, who analr,zes thr,ough int~rior ..
monologue~ dreams, and descriptions of. characters' thoughts their paradoxical subjective nature; enabling him, as Manuel de Ezcurdia has indicated, "to approach objective reality by means of many subjective j~
pressions of diverse characters . . . ." Rulfo discards realism entirely,
seeking instead' to make an overall subjective statement about the
nature of man. Preds~ly because his goal is slIbjective, he resorts to the
t~chn~quesof objecti~ty to car~ the reader along.
i

"

•

I

\

.\
STRUCTURE

The structure of Pedro Paramo is one of the aspects .which immediately stands out as unique.
Though it may
make life difficult for the
.
I
reader, its distinctiveness perf(Jrms a vital role esthetically and conceptually within the n'Ovel..
'
The,very first impression is perhaps relateq to the elemental, laconic:
style of, the opening paragraphs, followed by the realization that all is
not in ~raditional order in, this first-person account by Juan P.reciado.
For one th,ing, on the second page, when he describes the road to
Comala, another description is juxtaposed, in italics and in present
tense:
I

,

...,

.

The road ':Vent up and down; "it goes up and down dependipg on
whether you're coming or going. If you're going away, it's uphil~, but
it's downhill if you're coming back.
Half .a page below~ a similar passage 'appears, but now the voice in
italics is identified ,as that of juan's mother. The identification must be
applied retroactively by the reader to the first fragment. This is the
• first taste' of the interpolation of unexpected material. In this case, explanation is withheld only for one-half page, thus softening the impact.
The second, third, and fourth narrative sections concentrate, along
with tbl first, upon the arri~al of Juan in Comala,.his jnitial impressions
and his encounter with Eduviges Dyada-~rinitiating the reader into
the novers.rarefied atmosphere. Gradually the customary foundations
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of tible and substance'are weakened: Pedro Paramo, Juan learns, is dead,
althbugh he is also tenned "a living hate"; Comala is seen both as a
. gho~t town and formerly fecund village; in its seqring heat apd airless '
atm~sphere, Comala, it is suggested, is an infernal-place; Ef!u~ges, the
first fpe'rson Juan meets, seems to straddle the boundary ~etween life
.and ~eath, and the lodging she offers him seems strange; ptost important~ she reveals foreknowledge of his coming; casually:referring to
noti~cation by his dead m o t h e r , .
.
11t~ ~owing incomprehe~sibility prodt=es in Juan a feeling of stupor t
an~ ?eWlldennent-a sensation at ~~stpartlyshared by the r~ader:
.
!

'

I thought the woman must be 'erazy. Then I didn't think any
thing at
.
, ~ll. I felt like I was in a far-off world, and I just let myself be carried
~long, My body seemed to be floating, it was so limp, and. you could
~ave played with it as if it were a rag doll. \
"

)

, At'jthis declaration of psychological weightlessI,iess, 'indicating the absenc~ of nOrWal bases for reckoning with time and reality, the full force
of strpc'tural innovation is brought to bear.1?e n~xt segment changes
abruptly in~characters and setting, providing no, clues for the reader,
Who, ~~deed;:for a moment is misled. If switches to a dialogue between
PedrQ Paramo as a boy and his mother. Injected suddenly into this interchange are fragments of the adult Pedro Paramd memories of boyhood,
and h~arly love for Susana, set off only by quotation marks, Anq then,
after three of these narrative sections in four pages, the reader is suq,denly~jolted back to the speech of Eduviges, in dialogue with Juan.
'
Soonlbere will be more sudden shifts. ,
Sudh is the labyrinthine pattern of narrative seq'uence, a pattern
which does not vary, except that the d~th of Juan occasions a clear and'
natucil division into two parts. The second part will now be narrated
from the "present" of death, as ~ and Dorotea )ie in their adjoining
grave~~ Although it becomes clearlhat Juan really-had been dead while
narrat~ng the first part, the autho.r. ~ad good reason to withhold this' '
informatiQn."
·,~i~' .
I
Juan's death actually serves as a dividing line between two, perspeflives,f ,narratioI?-_ Here structure and the technique of withholding ,
infonJllation are related to the vision of~reality. Emphasis was pla.ced, in
the fulst half7 on an apparently live Juap with whom the reader could
identify as he ~encounte~ed death, in ~he form of the infernal mystery
qf Co~a.la. The ghostly~ cadaverous face of the town was perceived by
, 1
I

!
,
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to live, but

increasingly

by the Qverwhelming impact of death on ,his senses,

. The second half-more in emphasis rather than uniformly-reverses
the process; and is a mirror image of the .first. From the grave, Juan and
- Dorotea, (and through Juan, Susana) now focus on fhe days when
Comala was alive. Once again, despite the reversal of pefspective, the
same pessimistic p~emise is clear: death predominates over life. In ~he,
first half, the presence of death contaminates existence; life is. a living
hell. In the secqnd life~ life contaminates death, making that cOndition
hell also.
'
\
..
In this static world the only thing that alters is the backdrop. Vie can, i
in fact, discern fotir stages in the process by which the impact Qf Pedro
Paramo changes the landscape. First, out of the past, is the lyri~ 'beauty ,
described in the memories of Dolores and Susana. Then, at about the
time of .Miguers death, Padre Renteria tells his priest confesspr: 'Tve
tried to raise grapes in ComaJa. They don't bear.-Only orangesfand berries. Bitter oranges and bitter berries. rve forgotten what sweet things
t ~el~.·
t l 'k "

,.

,
,

I

Years later, when social disturbances of the impe~ding 1910. Revolu~
tion compel his return, Susana's father describes Comal;t: '
"Some viiiages taste of bad luck. YO~,can tell them by drinking ~ little
~f their stale:·air. It's poor and thin, li~e everything else that's old. This
is one of those villages, Susana.
"Back at La Andr6meda ,you could at least pass the time watching,
things being born: the clouds, the birds, the moss. Do you remember?
But there' isn't~mything here except that stale yellow sm,ell where~er
you go. The village is bad luck. Nothing but Qad1uck:"
e

.' ,

, Clearly, the vi1l~ge is well on its way to total barrenness.
. \
. Fipally, Pedro Paramo's death, takes pIa" against a physical background ~hich corresponds to Rulfo's estimate of man's condition. Th~
,sterility ~hich the name Paramo implies, and which is the state Pedro
dictated for GOl;nala, is also his own fate, for of his three sons none is
. destined to survive 9r to have issue who survive. Miguel's capricious
death occurs within t~e novel. Abundio,whos,e wife and infa.pt son are
dead, dies after killing his' fa~er, for it is his, spirit w?ich~u;ides Ju~,:~
to Comala. And Juan, we realIZe at the novel s end; wIll amve af~e
subsequent point of time (the novel's beginning), committe~t6ra
search which will result in his death but will enable him to,co-fitinue to
reconstruct the tragedy of Pedro Paramo.
i
I

L'
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'fhile the two halves of the noveiswitch t~eir focus, as thohgh.the
.narration were projected by reversed'lenses, the dominant eleIhent in
· bo~ is death whether the focus be on subject or object. In the first
half: it ~ Juan the narrator-subject whose'devitalization we witness,
· against the background of the ghostly Comala, he encounters. In the
, seco~d half it is Susana' and Pedro Paramo, with them Comala-the
objeFts of narrative interest-which move inexorably toward absorption
ihtoltimelessness, while the state of the narrator remains ,suspended~ "
S1iructure plays a mul,tiple'role in contributing to the particular lithaiy tj1nity upon which Pedro Paramo is based. Most obvious is the fact
thatlsudden narrative switches in time, place, and phson destroy tIle'
noIJiIal process of tracing causality in its.rel~tion to the stately proces:
Jsion lof events in temporal sequence. Certainly the r~ader-will reorder
c( the diverse fragments, striving to reconstruct chronology. Nevertheless,
. . the ~overs structure, which forces him to view occurrences initially out
, of r~l context, s'4hnts his search for causalitY elsewhere.
, ~us, far example, our estimate of Pedro Paramo is first formed by
, eve~s whi~h' ta~e. place after his death. We are intro~uc~d. to ~i~
. ,through Juan's VISIt to the Comala strangled by Pedro Paramo, who IS
, ~ Ghar~cterized willi this posthumous view ate contrasting flashbacks of
s Pea¢'s 'p~st: a fragment "from his chilph(:>od, adolescent memories,
"~thenf the sequendes involving Miguel. Th~ result of this apparently
c.haotic -sequence is to isolate.events and ~~~ract~r fro~ the flo~ of the
wor1a about them, thus mptmg ~heqaditi()nal mterplay between man
arid his social and historical circumstance.
"
Squcture also contributes to a nonsequential view of time. The
dom~Iiant process in Pedro Paraino is neither development nor progreso:
sion,1 but tl;\e' revelation of final,ity-the static, permanent qualities inherebt in human ,existence. Events flow backward and forward, with
\ .the ~~re and present merged into the past. '
,
Sicture shnilarly helps to erode the divisions between reality and .
irrea 'ty, divisio~s which for Rulfo must be blurred in order to affirm
; the resence of qiythic and magical elements in man's psyche.
'
.~ Es betically,' tlie mazelike form stands in conhaposition to the el~
mentiality of its language. This interplay between simplic~ty and com. plexity is a ~tinct new quality in the Mexican novel. Certainly, .the,
·:·contt.;st wiill The Edge of the Storm is striking. Yanez relied on a structure which, if not ~ simple, was orderly and' time-related, ~hile major
attenltion was paid.to stylistic elaboraNon marked by profusion and reo.
•

I

i
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I
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is

iterative
It is
surprising that Pedro Paramo less than
one-third the,length of the earlier novel.
I
'
, Mystel[Y is another attribute to which structure contributes. Bewild'erment o~ the reader is substituted for the suspense which freqpently
accompahies plot or character deye1opmen~. An example ~f this tech- ('
nique is ~he withholding of the name of the first. person narrator, Juan
Preciado, until page forty-six. If, when thlis fact is finally provided in
passing, the reader notices it, he is then able to establish the relation- .
ship between J~an~and the Dolo~es Preciado who had been lured into
marriage by Pedro Paramo. Further, he can recall With new ~eaning a
different versiqn of the wedding night which had been provided earlier
," by Eduviges..
~
.'
.
Jean P~ul Sartre was aware of this type of procedure in Faulkner, ~nd
his comments on Sartoris are in many
ways transferable
to Rulfo's
novel.
.
t
.

r'

There is a formula:- not to tell, to remain silent, disloyally silent-to
tell just a littl~. We are told furtively (some information). . . . Furtively, in a phi~se that risks passing unnoticed, and which it is hoped
will pass almost unnoticed. Mer,which, when we expect storms, we are
shown insteadljust gesJures, in long and ininute de¥til. Faulkner is aware
of our impatience, he counts on it . . . . From time to time, as though
negligently, he'unveils a consciousness, for us . . . . Only' what there
is within this consciousnes he doesn't tell' us. It is not that he wants
precisely to hide it from u,s: he wants us to guess it for ourseleves, because -guessing renders magical what er it touCh~S.
.

:

I

1

_

_

; Closely relate~ is the. qu~stion of r~ader involvement. Just as in the~
aboye example, we are called upon to make connection~, the essenye'
of Rulfo's technique is to deny his own omniscience, compelling us to
. sh~re his own imp1erfect view of reality, and to s,upplement it if we can.
Indeed) Rulfo ~oes to the extreme of setting out snares which entraps
us, first into confusion, then into esthetic reward if we. were able to find
our way.
'1
.

~.

'\

THE PRESENTATION OF CHARACTER

The figl,lre of Pedro Paramo is both poeti~ image and flesH.-and-bl~od
character in his embadiment of tragedy.
I

. I
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C~rlos Blanco ,~guinaga has indicated the fundamental lines of

Rul~o's character presentation:

, :' Among this world of people-echoes, Pedro Paramp ~s the only one in
Whom the double dimension of character is well delineated: with his
own life outwardly-individuality-;-and hi~ own life of interior iIlusionpersonality.-

.
.,

,

:

'. Through Susana San Juan, Pedro Paramo attains the double level of
, ~ complete character' which the others do not have in the novel. And it
. ~ this double level, the tension created in him by two ~pposed human
:planes (exterior violence, dreamy interior lassitude) which makes of
fedro Paramo a character of tragic dimensions: All his violence ancl his
~_old exterior 'cruelty are 110 more thari the vain effort to' conquer- the
'i!mpregnable fortress of his interior dream and pain.

BlfDcO Aguinaga also -observes that the two levels of character ~re
isolated one from the other, and do !tot influence each other until the
end Cl)f the narrative when the cacique'renounces his life, of dynamic .
activity after Susana's death. Further, the contrast between interior
sensitivity and exterior hostility is present as;a consistent phenomenon,
in th~ body as well as the man. There is no significant change or evolu.1'
ti,on ~ Pedro Paramo.,
N ~ only does the protagonj~t fail to evolve, in the traditional man. ner df tHe "round" character, his personality and individuality are discemilble pnly in the barest, most essential terms. The scope of his
interior life is limited tci his love for. Susana, in brief flashes which .are
magqified because there is no .c{)mpeting glimpse of other ar,s of his
psyclie, and because of their concentrated lyricism. An early passage
capNres the patadoxical sensitivity of an otherwis,e brutal man:

.

"I was thinking of you, Susan~. In the green hills. When we flew kites
iiI the windy season. We heard the sounds of the Village down below us .
While we were up there, up on;the hill, and th~ wind was tugging the
sPing away from me. 'Help me, Susana.' An(l gentle hands grasped my
nands.
'Let out more string.~
.
. 'i
.
.
, . "The wind made us laugh; our glances met while the string paid out
~ our fingers; but it broke, softly, as if it has been shud -by the
~n~. ~f a bird. And up there the paper bird fell in somersaults, drag. ging its rag tail, until it was lost in the green of the earth.
.
. "Your lips were moist, as if they ha'dbeen kissing the dew."
~

...
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The performance of Pedro Paramo in the world around him, conveyed in terms of its impact on others and therefore obliquely described, "'"
'is also narrated in fragments which cO,ncentrate only oil the highlights
necessary to apprehend the full fOfc€--Qf his destructiveness.
, The results of this diaracterization-process is" a figure of giant size
. but still a "people echo," as Blanco Aguinaga so aptly stated. One might
also descrilhe Pedro Paramo as a silhouette-all black and white with no
grey a~eas. His transcendentalconflict IS reduced to'its barestessentials:
violence, arrogance, and lust versus love and sensibility to beauty.
Pedro Paramo is the center of the novel, the. figure who shapes and
defines otbers. He achieves vast proportions betause he incarnates the
elemental nature of myth, because he is an abstraction, an essence. Bis
tragedy can be summed up in one word-death. His dream dies, and .
with Susana, his love. His offspring ,die, add he kills Comala. So pt>werfuUhat he controls the lives of all around him, he cannot make death
have mea~ng, not even through i o v e . ·
,
He had thought he knew and understood her. But even if he didn't,
wasn't it enough to know that she was the creature he loved besi?in all
the world? :And to know also, and this was the most important, t~at she,
would. help him depart from this world illuminated by the image t;hat"
'erased all other memories?
J

.

.That redeeming image' proved inaccessible to Pedro Paramo, becadse
there is no such image within -the tragic vision of Juan Rulfo.. '
The forces which drive the charac~er Pedro Paramo are independent
of any s0cial environment, transcendIng it. The rhythm of his life.j$tory
~oes not correspond to conditions outside Comala, barely alluded to in
historical references, for the clues to his behavior lie in more basic human traits. His brutality is made sharper by th~ ~tartling beauty of his
love, the very force of which, .convertedinto hate"determimes the depth
of his vengeances ag~inst Comala, 'the degree to which the village will
, he submerged into a timeless inferno.
.In contrast to Pedro, and serving as his foil, is the unatta.Jnable Susana. Despite their opposition, they ~ave much in c,?mmon~ for both
are obsessed with lyrical reveries of past love; "the impregnable fortress
of [their] interior dream and pain." In Susana's case, we know nothing
of the object of h~r distress other than sensual musings, for the crisis'
in her ~ife occurs outsi~e the novel. We can judge that her'lov.e was ~s
unattamable as Pedro's from such fragments as these: ". . . but he'
fe1t1oI)ely, even though I was there'with him." and, a few lines later:
,

~
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"g'I like to bathe in the sea,' I told him.

.
i"
..
.
"And the next momirig I was out on the beach again, to clea~ myself.
To give myself to the sea . . . ."

~ "But he didn't understand.
i

-------,

I

JOSEPH SOMMERS

up, . "'

l!/

I

Jhe polarity between Pedro Paramo and Susana is shown by the ways
they react to their misery. Pedro responds with violence; Susana retreats
to fl},e private hell (and joy ~ of madness. She becomes completely passiv~; while his energies burst outward against others. Susana rejects
Pedro Paramo and the comfort that religion offers, while he adds the
bu~en af her suffering on to his own. The tWo' counterbalance each
oth~r, ~lthough Susana is scarcely mor~ tha~ ~ charcoal sketch.
The, lack of conventi0!lal character developme~t in Pedro Paramo
is striking when compared wit;h The Edge of\t!:JtyStorm. There is, ~o
phYt$ical description in th~ former, for example, while every detail of
Do~ Dionisio's appearance was carefully descri1j>ed, every nmhlce of his
observable actions ferreted out. All this wealti of description help~d
. co~ince us of his authenticity. With knowledge of his reflections, the
rea<ler moved with him as he tried to resolve, unreconcilable conflicts.
Yaijez showed the changing process of character as well. Don Dionisio
lea~ed from experienqe, and his responses va,ried depending on the
n,atnte of the other characters. He lforked quite differently with Father
Re~ than with Father Islas, f?r'e.xample. He was also fit~ed into a
s~an>ly focused background, whIch III tum bestowed upon hIm greater
coh~rence. In sho~ he was h.uman, a flesh ami blood figure, in a real
settling.
Juan Rulfo's protagonist is all bony structure and spirit. He is an
abstraction, not a human being. Instead of explicit descriptions there
are IStory fragments and ,'Scraps of conversation, and most of,these issue
froxin illusory sources. Althpugh th(novel encompasses the.~ame y~ars,
exterior events are of minor importance, and his Jalisco village has little
res$lblance to the one described by Yanez. We are dealing now with
t

magi~.

Myjrmc

.

UNDERPINNINGS
....

A key aspect of Rulfo's creation is the aura of myth which invades it.
Carlos Fuentes noted this quality in a recent statement: "Juan Rulf~1't

\
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[proceeded] to the mythification of the situations, the character types
and the language ofrural Mexico....." Fuentes went on to discover.
. links with Gr~ek mythology, finding correspondence&. between.Juan
Preciado's search:and the Odyssey; between Dolores Preciado and both
Jo~sta and E~~idice, mother and lover-suggesting that Juan Preciado
embodies elements of the myths of both Oedipus and Orpheus.
,
d Actually, a better case can be made'for Fuentes' sharp perception ;by
observing the quality of myth than by following vague suggestions of
speci~c Greek tales. For Within most cultures, including,that of ru!al
MexiGo, are motifs of search, of an underworld, of love unrealized. As
a whole, Rulfo's novel J:tas the flavor of myth, combining the elements
of many. There is the timelessness, the lack of a beginning or an end,'"
an,d the negation of history, which leaves the legend suspenged. Pqetic
images suggest symbols for the reader who wishes to search ~or them.
Most pertinent of all, the tale i~ removed from the reality th~ r~der
knows to a supernatural realm where life and death have no bou,ndaries.
Pedro Pcltamo's mythic aura flows organically from its soure;ie. Here
a clear distinction must be made, eliminating the term "folkloric," With
its literary connotations calling to mind descriptions of indigenous 'Or
regional customs and idiosyncrasies: The stress in Rtilfo falls rather on
folk motifs endowed with vast symbolic referel)Ce, broad enough to
approach universality.
.
The very substance.of Pedro Paramq is fashioned from the concept;
current in the folk belief of rural Mexico, of "animas en pena"-souls in
pain, condemned to roam th.e earth, separated from their corporeal
origins. The suggestion is that Eduviges, who we later learn has long
since committed ~uicide, is in this state of being when she serves ~s thed,
vehicle by which Juan is first introduced to the present and the past or
Comala. One of the few "live" persons Jua;n en~ounters tells him:
". . . the village is full of spirits, a whole throng of wandering souls
that died in sin and can't find any way of getting pardon.. '.." Indeed,
one of-the spirits whom Juan briefly meets, Damiana, says to hi111,: "Poor
Eduviges. Then she must still be suffering."
,
By contrast, in the second half of the novel, it is in dialogue with the
, soulles,s b6dy of Dorotea that Juan completes the 'process of bringing
to lig1tt the final phases of Pedro Paramo's life. In a Inoving answer
which establishes in her the same sense of.gu~lt which envelops every
character of whom Juan has learned, she tells him,of the separati<>n of
bodyandsouI:
I'

,
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~ "And your soul? Where do ~ou think it's go~e?"
· "It must be wandering around up there on earth, like all those others,
; looking for people to pray for it. I think it hates me for the bad things
•I did, but that doesn't worry me any Iij.ore. I'm rid of all the pain it used
: to give me. It made me feel bitter about everything ... and it made the
1nights unbearable, full' of terrifying thoughtSo . .... . When I sat down
•to die, it told me to get up again and keep on living, as if it still hoped
·for some miracle that woulq clean away my sins. But I wouldn't. This is
the end, I told it . . . I <pened my mouth so it could leave, and it left.
I felt something f:;tll into my hands. It was the little thread of blood that
had tied it to my heart."
1,
)
Such folk beliefs are so' much a part of the structure and so important
.J\t~fo's. assumptions;oncerning ~xiste~ce that .they constitQte the
bVII\lgreabty of Pedro Paramo, supenmposmg.magIcal elements ton the
"re~istic" narrative process. In this sense, the' unearthly ComaIa falls
witl\lin the bounds of myth as defined by Richard Chase:

(. t?

f

,

Literature becomes mytlJi.ca1 by suffusing the nlltural with preternatural
force to~ar~ certa~n ehds, by capt.,uring the impersonal forces of the
\V0rld and directin~them toward the fJ.I1fillment of certain needs.
!l'"

e>

!Myth performs the cathartic function of dramatizing the clashes and
iharmqnies of life in a social and natural enVironment. But myth can be
lunderstood as the aesthetic leaven which hea~s or makes tolerab~e those
~deep neurotic disturbances which in primitive culture are ocqasioned
:~y the clashing attitudes of magic and religion.
'J1he dramatiYjng of "animas en pena" underlies the device by which
a m~jor section of the story is conveyed to the reader, rendering the
narr~tive perspective of death authentic. It is made more complex by
a th~rd state of being, also a common folk motif, the animated corpse.
, Dorotea~ in the passage quoted above, lying in the grave and, at l~st, free
~ of the soul that hates her, says, "Heaven is right here whereI am." Susana'$ corpse is not as satisfied. Her Qody continues to writhe as it did in
life, ~.mtiI the coffin breaks.
'
Alnumber of sub-motifs reinforce the pattern of superimposed folkfanhllsticelements. In each case they contributwto the elaboration of
a ce~trai theme-"the blurring of the lines betwe~n life and· death, with

i

J

:

.

I
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a resultant fusing of ~he two states. On several odc:asions there are passing, casual references to communication between Hving and dead as a
nonnal pattern, references which fill out the context of Juan, Preciado's
initially strange and mysterious encounters.
Other such magical ~lements are the dead horse which gallops at
night in search of its dead master; the room in Eduviges' hostelry in
which the screams of a hanged man continue to r~sound years later; the
ass~p~i~n~t Bartolo,me appeared afte.r his mlnder in. the form of a \
cat, to VISIt hIs daughter Susana. _
' .
'"
.
On one level, all the above occurrences
defy logic and confound ra\ .
, tional explanation. On another, they exemplify 'the supernatural system of belief which, for the rural folk of Mexico, is necessax;y in order
to reconcile otherwise insoluble phenomena. The novel's oscillation
between what for the reader are reality and irreality is consonant with
the mentality of its characters. This matter-of-fact treatment of magical
elements enables Rulfo to absorb the myths of" furalMexico into the
~otal picture he paints. To ca~ry Carlos Fuentes' insight to its logical
conclusion,~uan Rulfo has used the situations,the character types, and
the language of rural Mexico to create the new myth of Pedro Paramo.

-

.

~

WORLD VIEW

Agustin Yanez, we hav~ seen, manifested confide.nce in' his capacity .
to integrate individual. peculiarities and conflicts into_a basically rational
novelistic structure. Rulfo, in large measure, refuses omniscience. His
disconnected views of events an~ people, separating interior co~£lict
from exterior action, are part oj his denial of responsibility for an objective-overview of man in society. H the author, considers himself
imperfect in his grasp of man, 'So that he 'must insist~ remaining on
the same earthly footing as the reader, ratjher than above and apart. Thus
he requires the reader to suffer with him, to participate in the superhuman attempt to render chaos orderly.
,
For Yanez, man in the twentieth century is distinct from his ancestors
of several centuries' distance. Now he is able to avail himself, in striving
for self-knowledge, of the new tools of science a-nd philosopryy, and of
new approaches to examining history. Man peed not deny the intuitive
or the irrational in his psyche, but can ,assume at a minimum his capability to achieve equilibrium with these elements of his nature-at ieast
to understand them and to live with them.'

x'
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Ruifo, on the other hand, finds no evidence of change, of evplution,
-or ~ew self-knowledge. The qu~t for power in Pedro Paramo, ~nd the
evill which overshadows his love, are reminiscent of themes in Greek
tragedy. To choose another point of referenc~Hugo Rod~fguez-Alca.Ia
fin~s points of contact between the suffering exisfence of eomala and .
th~ I~rno of Dante.
..
.
,
. .~ulfo's is basically a fatalistic view of existence. The novel's struc~re, '
. pieFing together the shards of an already pre~rdained tragedy, drama-'
tizes Rulfo's cosmic pessimism with regard toman's' ability to control
his !oWn fortunes, to master himself, to achieve love, or to evolve ameaningfUl morality. Existence, in these terms, is a closed' system, cycliciIl .
in ~ts ,repetition of past patterns and in its reliving of basic mythic
th~knes. R~lfo cl~ly demonstrates' much more affinity for Jung than
forlFreud..
Written in post-Revolutionary 1953, .Pedro Paramo condenses ex-.
. treJ1ne bitterness into its evaluation of the Revolution. Implicitly, it runs
directly counter to the widely circulated versions of the past two decades
of progress and reforms. The fortunes of Mexican man in the novel
shqw no signs of progressing as t,e nation evolves. On the contrary, the
foqnation of the protagonist's ~aracter antedates the Revolution, remains oblivious to it, and surviv¢S it unchanged. Within .the novel, the
Re~plution symbol~es the futility of all history in its ineffectual conseq': ences and its essentially barbaric nature.
ulfo's tragic vision implies the deep inadequacy of Christianity. 1')le
wei ht of a burden closely akin to original sin oppresseS not only Pedro
I

•

the i~eutral observ r Juan. But, in opposition to Chris~n ;cbncepts,
RulWo's characters ~ this burden through life with no prospect for
rel!', no effectiv~i,sa~r~ents to ~ct as ~ount~rvailing forces, an? n~
hople for redemption In a~other world, SInce hfe and death constItute
. a continuum. Heaven is beyond the reach of all. Neither religious faith
• nor Ihumanistic solidarity offer any antidote to a mode of being in which
man· in condemned ~o suffer and to cause others to suffer.
. 'Ilhere could' be no m~re pitiful a creature than Dorotea, w~o tries to
exp~in h~r frustrated'maternal instincts in terms of sin-ridden ~reams.
The lyricism of Pedro's deep longing. for Susana is movingly beautiful,
as are the memories of Dolores Preciado of a formerly. blissful pastoral
life in Comala. Yet in each case, an instinct for love and an awareness
of b~utr are inevitably ground down by the abrasive effects Qf ,sin and
guilt in the characters. themselves, as well as in their fellow men. Sus-

. .
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ana's question, "And wh~o you think life is, if notsin?" underlies the
eqtire conceptual fabric of the novel.
In·these terms, Rulfo's world contrasts sharply with that of Yanez,
whose anti~lericalism implied the need for refomi, for new adjusb'nents
, of moral norms., Rulfo projects doubts so deep as to question any foundations of belief of modem society. On an earth where life has the characteristics of hell, and beauty in effec~ serves as a gauge of suffering,
man's fate is abj~ct and final.
This contrast in world views in Rulfo and Yanez also relates to the
question of the authors' implied attitudes concerning' the function of
literature. Yanez, as we hav~ seen, seeks to realize his worl.d, incorporating subjective ele1nents~sounds, fears, desires, m,llsical responses,
esthetic reactions-into a total structure which has meaning because it
can be viewed, even in its complexities and contradictions, against a
framework of reason and hUmanism. For him, the novel is an artistic
form for seeking-useful truth in the world'about him. His recOI~struction
of the past in elaborate, neD-baroque prose,.assumes a close relationship
between the esthetic expressiveness of the novel and the light which
tq conterpporary dilemliterature can provide in the search for answers
,
mas.
Rulfo proceeds to disintegrate his universe-then he plits tpgether
, enough pieces to form. a. coherent, -highly pers~nalized expreision of
despair. His image is magic,.po~tic, "irrational. The novel for him is a
means-of expressing, .in origj~alllerms, his own subjectivity. Literature
becomes, in Rulfo's .sense, a highly individualized art form, and the responsibility of the creative artist is to affix his own distinct seal upon the,
. world;i~ an act of creation which may well be his ~nly recourse.
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